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Career Tip: Stay Calm But Flexible And Solve Career Tip: Stay Calm But Flexible And Solve 
Your Problems With PatienceYour Problems With Patience

Those  born  in  the  year  of  the  horse  can  expect  an

unremarkable  year  in  2021.  While  there  will  be  no  devastating

happenings, no breakthroughs will occur either. Work-wise, the ill-

omened  “Year  Threat”  star  suggests  that  you’ve  reached  an

awkward  bottleneck  in  your  career,  finding  yourself  unable  to

advance. Do not try anything risky in such a situation, as that may

lead to disastrous results. Try to remain calm and realistic, pinpoint

the problem and tackle it with patience.

Besides that, with the “Gradual Drain” star shining upon you

this  year,  you’re  advised to  keep tabs  on your  career  funds  and

spend wisely  to  avoid  a  budget  imbalance.  You’re  also  prone to

falling for  money scams this year,  so be extra careful  to prevent

devastating losses.  Those born in  the year  of  the dog and,  to  a

lesser degree, those born in the year of the tiger are your good-luck

charms  when  it  comes  to  your  career.  Collaborations  with  such

people are likely to lead to a breakthrough in your work life. Careers

involving the elements earth and fire will be the most beneficial to

you.

Finance Tip: A Lot Of Spending Is Expected, Try Finance Tip: A Lot Of Spending Is Expected, Try 
Not To Go Over Your BudgetNot To Go Over Your Budget

Expect a lot of ups and downs concerning your finances this

year.  Your  income  sources  can  be  unstable,  so  be  especially

levelheaded with  the  management  of  your  funds.  Try  not  to  be

wasteful or spend above your budget, or you may find yourself in a

difficult position. The star “Pool of Indulgence” in your life cycle is a

warning against devoting too much of your budget to alcohol and

sex, while the star “Gradual Drain” indicates the phenomenon of

spending continuously for reasons you’re unaware of. It is therefore

wise  to  stay  away  from gambling  activities  and  investments,  for

you’re likely to suffer losses in such situations.

Health Tip: Stay Away From Alcohol And Sex, Health Tip: Stay Away From Alcohol And Sex, 
Take Care Of Your StomachTake Care Of Your Stomach

Your  health  is  looking  up  this  year,  both  physically  and

mentally.  However,  the  ill-omened  “Pool  of  Indulgence”  star

suggests that you should stay away from alcohol and sex, as those

may  cause  health  issues  in  the  long  run.  Also,  expect  minor

stomach-related  ailments  and  watch  what  you  eat.  Around  late
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spring  and  early  summer,  be  especially  careful  when  outside

enjoying nature. Towards the end of the year, try to stay indoors

during nights  and  steer  clear  of  dark  alleys,  for  those  may hold

hidden dangers.

Relationship Tip: Be ModerateRelationship Tip: Be Moderate
When It Comes To The Desires OfWhen It Comes To The Desires Of
Alcohol And SexAlcohol And Sex

Due to the “Pool of Indulgence” star watching

over you this year, you’re likely to have an exciting

year in which you meet many potential dates. But

keep it all in moderation, as excessive alcohol

and  sex  can  lead  to  financial  and  health

issues. Also, do not let your dedication to

your relationships get  in  the way of your

work.

Horse: Galloping Hooves Of SpringHorse: Galloping Hooves Of Spring
Spring is when the horses are out galloping in the breeze and

the  swallows  fly  around.  In  this  ornament,  we  see  two  steeds

running joyfully on a spring meadow and swallows flying next to

them.  It’s  a  sight  of  utter  bliss,  a  hopeful  spring  day  after  the

winter snow has melted.

Those born on the year of the horse must be careful with

complications  at  work  this  year  and  solve  any

issues with patience. Your financial luck isn’t

especially great, so you’re advised to stay

away  from  risky  ventures.  Your  health  is

expected  to  be  good.  Place  this  “Galloping

Hooves  of  Spring”  ornament  in  the

northwest of your quarters, and it will bring

you a year of good fortune.
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